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Club meeting

Due to holidays we have cancelled the meeting scheduled for tomorrow 2 nd Oct

Paradise
We still have not got to the bottom of why the we have lost some fish and the fish do not
want to feed. Duck weed has plagued the pond this summer which I have been told is
because the Canada geese have vacated the pond, as they would scoop it up for their
chicks, certainly all the waters around here with geese don’t have the weed while
others without do.

Passingford
We are still waiting for fish. Closed at present

Turnford
Boot pit has been fishing better than it has for recent years, plenty of 2011 stockie Carp
are coming out at around 4lbs along with some of the original residents up to 30+lbs.
Join our Facebook page to keep up to date [ Name and membership number to join]

Fishers Green
Now is the time that the venue starts to come alive. Barbel, Chub in the river and Roach
in the channel, are the main targets with Pike in all the pits, river and channel

Woodlands lake
After a lot of work on the dyke by Ron Sears and Rob Parry the water flows. We still have
not found out why the head of water varies in Turkey brook but at least when the water
is up to the dam the flow to the dyke is there. A fortnight ago we calculated that the
flow rate we had achieved offset by the warm dry weather would take three weeks to
bring the lake up to a reasonable level. Then it rained and rained and the level
required was achieved almost overnight, well four days actually.
There is a bit of work still to do both on the dyke and the lake so please give me a bell if
you can help out, dates are still to be arranged, depending on the weather so may be
shortish notice. If I have time I will issue a ‘BANKSIDE-ON-LINE’ or either watch the
web site ‘News’ page or join the Hollow Angling Society Facebook
The lake is now open for fishing so phone to book in as per page 34 of our Handbook
The Carp have been on the move with the new flow and the fishing had been very good
up to the water loss. All summer the Pike have been active taking carp intended bait
as it was retrieved through the water, so fishing for them should be good now.
We have arranged a charity match here on Sunday 18th November £5 entry all the
proceeds going to The Cherry Lodge Cancer Care.
There will be an optional pools of £5 if you want
It will be an ‘All species of fish counting for a total weight’. Fishery rules apply
Meet 8.30am at the Disabled swim [No 24] fishing 9.00 to 2.00pm
The fishery will be closed for the day.
Phone Terry Lee to book a place, 020 8366 2505
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